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1200x2780mm





We've examined the most primitive 
of marbles over the years and have 
brought back the very best of material
for you. Always a new story, is based 
upon the philosophy of bringing both, 
authentic and aesthetic of ceramics 
and give it an exemplary form of 
design.

more than
75k sq. mtr.

23 Year 
of

more than
950+

Per Day Production Capacity Experience Employees

04 manufacture
unit

89+ more than
925+

Countries
Served Worldwide Customers

Infinite story telling 
pr spects



Large format ceramic slabs offer several 

advantages and benefits that make them a 

popular choice in the construction and 

interior design industry. Some of the main 

advantages are:

Continuity and uniformity: Being large in size, 

large format ceramic slabs reduce the 

number of joints and provide a more uniform 

and continuous appearance on the surfaces, 

which creates an elegant and 

modern visual effect.

Less joints and easy cleaning: The reduction 

of joints also means fewer areas where dirt 

and dust accumulate, making it easier to 

clean and maintain.

Spacious feel: Large format ceramic tiles can 

make spaces feel larger and more open, 

especially when used on walls, as there are 

fewer sight lines dividing the space.

Design versatility: These boards offer greater 

design flexibility as they can be used in a 

variety of applications such as wall cladding, 

counter-tops, and facades.

Less waste: By covering more surface area 

with a single plate, there is less material waste 

during installation, which can be beneficial 

both economically and environmentally.

Greater strength and durability: Large-format 

ceramic slabs are often stronger and more 

durable than smaller pieces, making them 

suitable for covering public spaces.

Ease of installation: Although they require 

greater precision during installation due to 

their size, large format ceramic tiles can be 

easier to fit and level compared to a large 

number of smaller pieces.

In short, large format ceramic slabs offer a 

combination of aesthetics, functionality and 

efficiency, making them an attractive option 

for construction and design projects seeking 

a contemporary and practical appearance. 

However, it is important to keep in mind that 

its handling and installation may require 

specialized skills and tools, so it is advisable to 

have trained professionals for its placement.W
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Natural elegance in 
y ur spaces.

Black marble is a type of black 

marble with distinctive white veins 

that make it highly appreciated in 

the world of design and 

architecture.

Thanks to the contrast between the veins and 

the background, an imagery is generated that 

transports us to an electrical storm where the 

power of pure black with snow white does not 

go unnoticed.

This line of marine marble will transport 

you to a space of elegance, neatness and 

sophistication in every corner of your space.

characterised by a crystal-clear white background, it has 

elegant grey veins and fine golden details. this combination 

of elements gives this surface an extraordinary appearance, 

making it an ideal furnishing element to embellish the rooms 

in which it is used.



The 120x270 cm size is ideal 

for covering large surfaces 

and highlighting eye-catching 

decorative details. 

This new size offers the 

opportunity to play around with 

perspectives and visual continuity, 

amplifying and bringing balance 

to living spaces.

Creative solutions, from architecture 

to furnishing options, creating unique 

visual effects to bring a smooth look 

to exterior spaces.



Minimalism; Discover our 
collection of nyx slab.

An exquisite, gleaming, timeless ceramic 

material ,  suitable for classical or 

contemporary, residential or commercial 

locations, enabling infinite compositional 

ideas and combinations with other 

materials, which generate dynamic 

contrasts and sophisticated interplays of 

light. A collection with a thousand facets 

that profoundly explores the beauty of 

onyx.



Ideal both for covering and creating 

decorative furniture details, our monocolor 

ceramics will give you an atmosphere

sophisticated and harmonious. explore and 

find the perfect shade to express your 

unique style in every corner of your home 

or project design.

This exceptional surface is perfect 

for exploring a whole world of 

creative possibilities, while 

transmitting elegance, style and 

versatility, and helping to shape 

extraordinary settings.



Green whisks us off to the majesty 

of the Apuan Alps, probably the 

most stunning mountains in 

Tuscany and universally famous for 

the spectacular marble that has 

been extracted from their quarries 

since time immemorial.

The c l r green 
taken to its purest 
state.



Green marble-effect porcelain tiles. Green 

Embodies the fascination of a tropical forest. 

The background green is deep and vibrating; it 

Is crested by light shades that reinforce the 

Decorative potential of the surface.

C atings that 
challenge the senses.



BOTANIC 
GREEN

AMAZON 
GREEN

VERDE 
FOREST

BIDASAR 
GREEN

LAMBRADORITE 
AQUA

ELIZABETH 
GREEN - BM

Tiles that 
change your mood

Transform your space with Green 

Mood marble, creating a serene 

o a s i s  t h a t  r e j u v e n a t e s  y o u r 

surroundings. This calming hue 

brings nature indoors, promoting 

a soothing atmosphere for ultimate 

relaxation.

Green mood 
resonates tranquil 
oasis vibes.



BOTANIC GREEN

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



AMAZON GREEN

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



VERDE FOREST

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



BIDASAR GREEN

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



LAMBRADORITE AQUA

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



ELIZABETH GREEN ( BOOKMATCH )

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



NERO LAURENT 
NATRUAL

FUSION VIET 
BLACK

HAVANA 
BLACK

VARENNA 
BLACK

ZEBRINO 
BLACK - BM

BELVEDERE 
BLACK - BM

MARINE 
BLACK

Tiles that 
change your mood

Immerse yourself in the captivating 

allure of Black Elegance marble. This 

sophisticated choice effortlessly 

captures majestic mood tones, 

infusing your space with an air of 

elegance and timeless charm.

Black Elegance 
captures majestic 
mood tones.



MARINE BLACK

1200x2780mm

High Glossy + Tech Matt Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



NERO LAURENT NATRUAL

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy + Tech Matt Surafce

Random : 03

6mm



FUSION VIET BLACK

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



HAVANA BLACK

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



VARENNA BLACK

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



ZEBRINO BLUE ( BOOKMATCH )

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



BELVEDERE BLACK ( BOOKMATCH )

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



MOTHICA 
WHITE

STATUARIO 
CERVAIOLE - BM

CRISTALLO 
GOLD - BM

ARENA 
DUNE - BM

ARABESCATO 
GREY

CALACATTA 
MICHAEL

SUMMER 
WHITE

Tiles that 
change your mood

Experience the subtle elegance of 

Mood in Whites marble, as it whispers 

serenity into every corner of your 

home. The pristine beauty of white 

marble enhances the tranquility, 

making your space an oasis of calm.

Mood in Whites 
whispers serenity 
everywhere.



ARABESCATO GREY

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Random : 04

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



CALACATTA MICHAEL

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Random : 04

6mm



SUMMER WHITE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Random : 04

6mm



MOTHICA WHITE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Random : 04

6mm



STATUARIO CERVAIOLE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

Bookmatch

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



CRISTELLO GOLD

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

Bookmatch

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



ARENA DUNE ( BOOKMATCH )

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Super White + DG Matt Surafce

Random : 04

6mm



JENNIFER 
BLUE

JENNIFER 
OLIVE

JENNIFER 
GREY

JENNIFER 
BIANCO

BLUETTE ONYX 
AQUA

BLUETTE ONYX 
GREY

JENNIFER 
AQUA

JENNIFER 
CREMA

BLACK 
ONYX

ONYX 
BEAUTY - BM

Tiles that 
change your mood

Transform your home with the opulent 

beauty of Onyx marble. The rich 

patterns and veining reflect timeless 

mood statements, adding a touch 

of luxury and sophistication to your 

living space.

Onyx Opulence 
reflects timeless 
mood statements.



BLUETTE ONYX AQUA

1200x2780mm

Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



BLUETTE ONYX GREY

1200x2780mm

Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER AQUA

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER BLUE

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER OLIVE

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER GREY

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER BLANCO

1200x2780mm

Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



JENNIFER CREMA

1200x2780mm

Glossy Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



BLACK ONYX

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



ONYX BEAUTY

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

Bookmatch



GOLDEN 
FLAM - BM

BLUE 
FLIMANGO

VENDOME 
ROYAL

PREXIOUS 
NATURAL

Tiles that 
change your mood

Discover the warm embrace of Brown 

Mood marble, infused with chocolate-

toned bliss. Elevate your home with 

the rich hues, creating a comforting 

and inviting ambiance that indulges 

your senses in luxury.

Brown Mood 
embraces chocolate-
infused bliss.



BLUE FLIMANGO

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



PREXIOUS NATURAL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



VENDOME ROYAL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



GOLDEN FLAM ( BOOKMATCH )

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



ARMANI 
GREY

VERSILIA 
GREY - BM

Tiles that 
change your mood

Let Grey Harmony marble paint your 

space in soothing mood shades. The 

subtle variations in grey tones create 

a harmonious ambiance, fostering 

a sense of calm and balance in your 

home.

Grey Harmony 
paints soothing 
mood shades.



ARMANI GREY

1200x2780mm

Glossy Surafce

Random : 03

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



VERSILIA GREY ( BOOKMATCH )

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

High Glossy Surafce

Bookmatch

6mm



ZIRCON 
BEIGE

ZIRCON 
BLANCO

ZIRCON 
TAUPE

ZIRCON 
GREY

LITHIC 
PEARL

LITHIC 
WHITE

LITHIC 
CREMA

Tiles that 
change your mood

Embrace modern elegance with 

Concrete Chic marble, embodying a 

contemporary mood that transforms 

your home. The sleek and sophisticated 

design of this marble choice adds a 

touch of urban chic to your living space.

Concrete Chic 
embodies modern 
mood elegance.



LITHIC PEARL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL



LITHIC WHITE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm



LITHIC CREMA

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm



ZIRCON BEIGE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm



ZIRCON BLANCO

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm



ZIRCON TAUPE

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm



ZIRCON GREY

SCAN THIS QR to learn 

more about the product 

& experience a full scale 

slab panel inside your 

environment.

(for iphone user only)

EXPLORE WITH AR PANEL

1200x2780mm

Matt Surafce

Random : 02

6mm


